
Dear Harvest Partner,
Many events are occurring. Inflation has top headlines still. Activities in Russia indicating dissatisfaction with the war

against Ukraine. – The weather has certainly been unusual and destructive. We’re headed towards hurricane season also. At
the end of the age with the current drought conditions there is starvation and shortage of food in many poor nations.
Similar to the time of Joseph in the Bible. Brother Frisby once wrote in one of his very early letters that there would be
a bad Joseph at the end of the age. Are we there now? – Now I am continuing with Neal Frisby’s Part 2 of our June letter:

THE PROPHETIC TOWER - Gen. 11:4, “was actually depicting that one day man would climb into the heavens!
And we see them doing this in their space program today! This also is revealed in many other Scriptures, but the Lord
said in His earliest writings that He would bring them back down!" (Duet. 30:4- Amos. 9:2) - Oba. 1:4 actually
revealed man would live in space platforms in the heavens, describing it as 'a nest' among the stars (planets)! Nest
would also denote a conception in space and the birth of babies! They say that they can do this easily now, that they
are only waiting for the proper time! - This could occur soon or during the anti-Christ kingdom!" (Editor’s note:
Recently a Saudi Arabian woman took a flight to the Space Station and is to be staying there for quite some time.)

SOON TO BE - The cataclysm again.  “Just before the destruction of Sodom and the surrounding cities and at the time
that God was revealing His future to Abraham, a glorified fiery light and a flaming lamp passed by Abraham!" (Gen. 15:17) -
"This same type of light and lights were revealed again in Ezek. 1:13-16! These lights appear when the cup of iniquity is full!
Wherein we see right afterwards in Gen. 19:28-29 the fiery overthrow of Sodom and the surrounding cities!" – “This is all
prophetic because in our day 'lights are appearing' again in various places and our cities are actually like the cities of the
plains, a modern Sodom! And destruction is about to come again!" – “We can see it daily in the gay communities and the
vast entertainment sections of our world which are committing every type of sexual orgies that can be imagined! And there
seems to be no limit on the age! - They are doing exactly as this Scripture Gen. 19:4-5!" – “Also even after their blindness they
would not be discouraged, they continued to seek! (Vs. 11) So our day will even grow worse! And the beautiful lights of the
Most High are appearing as a warning to mankind! - Now also the UFO lights of Satan are appearing too, but only to cause
confusion!" - "Jesus also confirmed what we have been discussing in the above chapters! (Luke 17:26-30)… and in Luke 21: 11
Jesus said there would be 'fearful sights' and 'great signs' from the heaven! - These realities are all around us! Jesus is coming
very soon!"

THE FUTURE UPON US – “The story of Joseph in Egypt reveals what the future will be soon! As many parts of the
world are already in famine; soon a world food shortage will begin!”-“Joseph predicted to Pharaoh the coming of 7 severe
years of drought and famine! (Gen. 41:30) - Soon everything wound up in the hands of Joseph and Pharaoh...ground, property
and etc. including all food! (Vs. 56) - And all the money!" - Gen. 47:14-18, “finally all they had left to offer was their bodies as
slaves! -In Vs. 19 they were willing to become servants to Pharaoh! -They were actually down to the point of being marked
slaves! -But Joseph and Pharaoh done that which was good and shared with them!" (Vs. 23-26) -"Now at the end of the age
will rise two type personages; an evil Pharaoh (anti-Christ) and an evil type of Joseph (a false prophet) and we see an
economic crises will come, and money will fail; also famine and a world food shortage! - Once again the people will be
slaves to the anti-Christ mark! (Rev. 13: 13-15) -"It will repeat just like in the days of Joseph, except there will not be any
good Joseph around! - And after the Translation of the church the food shortage becomes severe, for there is no rain at all
during the last 42 months!" (Rev. 11:3-6) -"At this time the black and pale horse scourge, terrify and destroy the
earth!” (Rev. 6:5-8) – “During the days of Joseph he had control of both Gentiles and Jews!" (Gen. Chap. 47) - "And at the
end of the age through the mastery of electronics and computers the whole world will be controlled as a global unit
family!" (Rev. Chap. 13) - Rev. 11:9-11, "reveals the modern day satellite television! Or how else could all people of the world at
one time see these events that these verses describe!" – “Each year Russia and the United States are putting more of these
satellites in the heaven! Soon the whole earth can be watched from space!” – “Let us watch and pray, and look up for Jesus
will appear soon!” End quote.

This month I am releasing a wonderful New Book called “After Translation – Prophecy” and within the book 4 extra
sermon messages you don’t want to miss. Also DVD, “The Truth and the Light.” Your continued support is greatly
appreciated as we continue to publish new books. I will keep you daily in my prayers.
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Two CD’s, $15.00 donation:                                           DVD release: “The Truth and the Light”

“A Place (Paradise)” ($20.00 donation each)
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